ABSTRACT. A version of the trace Paley-Wiener theorem for a reductive padic group in the context of twisted harmonic analysis with respect to an outer automorphism is proved.
case introduced as needed. In particular, in §10, a finiteness theorem for e-discrete representations is proved. In the ordinary case, a representation whose character cannot be written as a linear combination of characters of representations induced from proper parabolic subgroups is called discrete (or elliptic, because, by a theorem of D. Kazhdan, tt is discrete if and only if its character is not identically zero on the elliptic regular set). The twisted analogue "e-discrete" is defined in §9. The end of a proof is denoted by a symbol. □ 1. Let P0 = M0 N0 be a Levi decomposition of the minimal parabolic subgroup P0 of G. We are assuming that s(Po) = Po and hence e(Mo) = n_1Mn for some n E N such that n£(n) ■ ■ ■er~1(n) = 1. The group TV is an extension of additive groups and it is easily seen that n = n1~1£(n1) for some rii € TV. Replacing Mq by a conjugate if necessary, we may assume that e(Mo) = Mq-Let Ao be the maximal split torus in the center of Mq.
A subgroup M of G will be called a If M is an e-invariant Levi subgroup, set M* = M x (e). The set of e-invariant standard Levi subgroups will be denoted by Z(G)£. Note that if M E C(G)e, then the parabolic subgroup MPo is e-invariant.
Let M E C(G). A smooth representation (ir,V) of M will be called an Mmodule. We will call tt square-integrable if ir is unitary and the matrix coefficients of tt are square-integrable modulo Zm-Similarly, we use the term tempered to mean tempered and unitary. Suppose that M e Z(G)E. A representation of M* will be called an M*-module (resp. admissible, tempered, etc.) if its restriction to M is smooth (resp. admissible, tempered, etc.). An M*-module is thus an M-module (ir,V) together with an operator tt(e) of order r such that Tr(e(m)) -7r(£)Tr(m)Tr(c:)-1. Let Irr(M) (resp. Irr(M*)) be the set of equivalence classes of irreducible M-modules (resp. M*-modules). PROOF. The restriction of tt to M is of finite length and hence contains an irreducible M-submodule V. Let Vb be the sum of all irreducible submodules of V which are isomorphic to V. Let t be the least integer such that £'(V) is isomorphic to V. The operator Tr(e)' preserves V0. The sum Vo + ir(e)(Vo) H-r-Tr(e)t-1(Vb) is direct and M*-stable, and hence is all of V. Let T be the restriction of Tr(e)' to Vo-The map 6. Let Z(G) denote the Bernstein center of G [2] . Recall that an element z E Z(G) may be defined as a collection {z(ir) E EndMM}> where tt ranges over all M-modules, such that the assignment tt -► z(ir) commutes with all maps of Gmodules. In particular, z defines an endomorphism of X(G). II ir E Irr(G), then z(ir) is a scalar.
A cuspidal pair is a pair (M, p) where M E Z(G) and p is a supercuspidal representation of M. The set of all cuspidal pairs up to conjugation by W will be denoted by 6(G). By definition, the image of the map X(M) -> 6(G) defined by ip -r (M,pip) for a cuspidal pair (M, p) is called a connected component of 6(G). The image of X(M) in 6(G) is given the structure of complex affine algebraic variety as a quotient of X(M). According to Bernstein's theorem [2] , for (M,p) cuspidal and ip E X(M), an element z E Z(G) acts by a scalar on iGM(xp) whose dependence on x is polynomial. This defines an isomorphism of Z(G) with the algebra of regular functions on 6(G). For M E Z(G), 6(M) and Z(M) are defined similarly. To prove Proposition 7.1, it must be shown that M = Xf<o(M). We may argue as in [3] . As shown in [2] , XK°(M) is a finitely-generated Z(M)-module, and, via the homomorphism Z(G) -► Z(M), it becomes a finitely-generated Z(G)-module. Since r*LM is a map of Z(G)-modules and Ptr(G) is a Z (G)-submodule of R(M*)', Al is a Z(G)-submodule of MKo(M). We deduce that for a E ZM 0 M+,
If L,M E Z(G) and L C M, then a homomorphism i*ML: Z(M) -> Z(L) is
This completes the proof of Proposition 7.1.
Let tt € Irr(G)£. By [7] , the distribution / -> Tr(Tr(/)7r(e)) on M(G) is given by integration against a locally integrable function Xm (7) which is locally constant on the open subset of £-regular elements in G (7 E G is called £-regular if 7 x £ is "discriminant regular" in G* as defined in §2.2 of [7] ). As was pointed out to me by L. Clozel, an analogue of Casselman's theorem holds in the twisted case. This is given in the next proposition.
For g E G*, let Pg denote the parabolic subgroup associated to g. Recall that
Pg is defined as the set oi x EG such that {ad(gN)x: TV E Z+} is bounded in G.
Observe that Pxgx-\ = xPgx~x and that g(Pg)g~1 -Pg. Fix g = 7 x £ E G* where 7 € G. Let y E G be such that yPgy_1 is standard.
Since y~1gy = y_17£(y) » £, we may and shall choose 7 within its £-conjugacy class so that Pg is standard. Set P = Pg. Then gPg'1 = P, that is, 7£(P)7_1 = P.
But £(P) is also standard and conjugate to P, hence e(P) -P and 7 € P. Let P = MTV be the standard decomposition of P. If tt € Irr(G)e, then 7 and g act on the Jacquet module 7Tjv through the projection of 7 onto M via the map P _ p/N = M. PROPOSITION 7.4 . Let (ir,V) E Irr(G)e. Let 7 E G be an £-regular element and set g = 7 x £. Assume that 7 is chosen within its £-conjugacy class so that Pg is standard. Let P = Pg = MN and set p = rMG^)-Then P is E-invariant and xM^SNhY^xped).
PROOF. We may imitate the proof of [6] . Let K be an e-invariant open compact subgroup which is good with respect to P = MTV and is such that ad(g)K+ C K+, ad(g~x)K~ c K~, and ad(g)K° = K°. Let g' = 7'x£, where 7' is the projection of 
Put d(M) = dim(X(M)). For ro E Z(G)£, let X(M)e be the set of fixed points of £ in X(M). Define a decreasing filtration {R1} of R(G*) by R' = R(G*)°+ Y icM(R(M*)).

Met(G)' d(M)>i
Let R(G*Y = Rd(°>+1. An element tt E Irr(M)e will be called £-discrete if it does not lie in R(G*)'. UFE R(G*)', we will call F £-discrete if its vanishes on R(G*)'. Let R(G*)'disc denote the subspace of £-discrete functions in R(G*)'. If inf(Tr) = 6 for some £-discrete tt E Irr(G)£, then 6 will be called discrete. For 6 a component of 6(G), let 6<iisc be the set of discrete 0 in 6. For M E Z(G)£, let X(M)£ be the subgroup of X(M) fixed by £.
The purpose of this section is to prove the following proposition.
PROPOSITION lO.l. 6diSC is the union of finitely many X(G)£-or bits.
We first prove some preliminary results. LEMMA 10.2. Let ir E Irr(G)£ be an £-discrete representation.
Then there exists an £-discrete tempered representation ir' E R(9) such that inf(Tr') is in the X(G)£-orbit ofini(ir).
PROOF. By the Langlands classification, to every tt E Irr(G) is associated Langlands data (P, a, x) consisting of a standard parabolic subgroup P, a tempered representation a of the Levi factor M of P, and a character x of M which is positive with respect to the unipotent radical of P, such that tt is the unique irreducible quotient of i'g,m(x^) PROOF. We use induction on the semisimple rank of G. If A(M)S£ = A(G)£, the assertion is clear. Otherwise, there is an element x E A(M)S£ on which all roots do not vanish. This defines a proper parabolic subgroup Pi containing M which is fixed by s£. Choose w E W so that P" = w~xPyw is a standard parabolic subgroup and set M' = w~lMw. Let s' = w~1s£(w). Then s,£(M')s'~1 = M' and e(P") = s'-lP"s'. Since P" is standard, this implies that £(P") = P" and that s' E Wm", where M" is the Levi factor of P". The induction assumption can be applied to M" with M' in place of M. □ Let M,L E Z(G) and suppose that Mcl. Let p be an M-module. Since ioMiGL°iLM and icL is right adjoint to r^G, there is a canonical map rLG°iGM(p) -* iLM(p) which corresponds to the identity in Eom(iGM(p),iGM(p))-Explicitly, the map is obtained as follows. The representation igm(p) (resp. iLM(p)) acts on a space of functions on G (resp. L). Regarding igm(p) as an L-module, there is a surjective map of L-modules igm(p) -* iLM(p) given by restricting a function / on G to L. This map factors to give the canonical map tlg °iGM(p) ~* «lm(p) which is also surjective. From this we also obtain a canonical map c: rMG ° iGM(p) -* ?ML °iLM(p)-Let r be another M-module and let T': iLM(p) -* ^(t).
By adjunction, we have a map rLGoiGL(T'): rLGoiGLoiLM{p) -* *la/(7) from which it follows that the map rMG ° iGL(T'): rMG ° iGM(p) -* t factors as PROOF. By the above discussion, we must show that rMc{T) factors through the canonical map c: rMG°iGM{p) -> rML°iLM{p)-Let P' be the standard parabolic subgroup of L whose Levi factor is M. If Wj E Wl, let Zj(p) be the subspace of iLM(p) consisting of functions supported in the union of the double cosets P'wiP', where i ranges over the positive integers such that i < j and Wi E Wl and let Gj (p) be the image of Zj(p) in tml ° iLM(p)-H j' is the largest integer such that j' < j and wj E WL, then Gj(p)/Gj>(p) is isomorphic to iMM{Wj) ° Wj °rM(u,7i)M(p).
Let TV' be the unipotent radical of the standard parabolic subgroup of G whose unipotent radical is L. Then P = P'TV' and hence if tu € Wl, PwP = P'wP. It follows that PwPnL' = P'wP'. On the other hand, if w E W -WL, then PwPnL Since L is £-invariant and s E Wl, the data (M, 8x) is conjugate to (£(M),£(8x)) in L. The set of subrepresentations of iLM(t>x) 1S therefore stable under £ and so £(p(x)) is also a subrepresentation of «'lm(<$x))-Since tt(x) is £-discrete, p(x) cannot be £-invariant, but since tt(x) is £-invariant, i'gl(/>(x)) is isomorphic to *gl(£(p(x)))-Identify £(p(x)) with a subrepresentation oHlm(8x)) and let <p(x)'-iGM(8x) -* iGM^x) be any map which sends the summand iGL(p(x)) -""(x) to the summand iGl(£(p(x)))-Then <p(x) is not the identity map, it corresponds, by adjunction, to a map £(x): rcM ° iGM^x) ~* $X which is distinct from the standard map which corresponds by adjunction to the identity.
Let F = {x} be a set of representatives for the X(G)£U-orbits in F(8). Since F is infinite, there exists a nontrivial element w E W giving a shortest representative for a double coset in Wm\W/Wm such that £(x) induces a map iMM(w) °w o rM(w-i)M(($x) -» <$X (where iMM(w) °wo rM(w-')M^x) is regarded as a subquotient of tgm ° *gm((5x)) f°r infinitely many x E F. The representation iMM(w) °worM(w-i)M(b~x) is isomorphic to w(x)iMM(w) °worM(w-^M(^x) and hence £(x) induces a map from x~1w(x)iMM(w) oworM(w-1)M(^) i° 6-H follows that there are infinitely many x E F such that %pxs is fixed by w and by W'. Let W" be the group of automorphisms of Homu(GM,C*) generated by w and W. We may repeat the above argument to obtain a proper £-invariant Levi subgroup V containing M such that Ws E W(L',Am) and s,w E Wm1-By Lemma 10.5, the map £>(x) is obtained by induction from a map tpo(x): iuM^x) ~^ iuM(^x)-There are irreducible subrepresentations r(x), 7"'(x) of i'l'm(^x) such that £(r(x)) is isomorphic to t'(x), i'gl'Mx)) = «'gl(p(x)), and iGL>(r'(x)) = ioL(e(p(x)))-The map tpo(x) must take r(x) to r'(x) and hence r(x) is £-invariant. This contradicts the assumption that tt(x) is £-discrete and proves the proposition.
We now prove Proposition 10.1. Let 9 e 6diSC-By Lemma 10.2, we may assume, modulo the action of X(G)e, that inf (7r) = 9 for some £-discrete tempered representation 7r. There exists a standard parabolic subgroup P = MN and a unitary square-integrable representation 8 of M such that tt is a subrepresentation of iGM{8). The data (M,8) is determined up to conjugacy by tt and since £(7t) is a subrepresentation of iGe{M)(z(6)), there exists an element s E W such that se(M) = M and se (8) PROOF. We follow [3] . Let F E Fg(G). For 6 an £-stable component, let 1(6) E Z(G) be the characteristic function of 6. Then F = £l|(6)F, where all but finitely many terms in the sum are zero, and 1(6)P E Fg(G). To prove that F E Ptr(G), we may therefore assume that F is supported in a single £-stable component 6. We may further assume by induction that the theorem holds for all proper standard Levi subgroups of G
